DORCHESTER 4
BLACK RN & CHERRY BURST RN

The thumping Dorchester 4 is a retro throwback made for 2018. This short scale semi-hollow bass has a ton of tonal character and nice harmonic overtones thanks to the way the chambered body resonates. Comes loaded with powerful Godin Passive Kingpin Dogear Alnico bass pickups controlled by 1x volume, 1x tone and a 4-way selector switch.

SPECS
Hard Rock Maple Neck
Rosewood Fingboard
Canadian Laurentian Basswood Body
12" Fingboard Radius
1 1/2" Nut Width
30" Scale Length
Godin Passive Kingpin Dogear Alnico Bass Pickups
4-Way Switch, 1x Volume, 1x Tone
Double Function Bridge (Back Load or Front Load)
Includes Gig Bag

Model: DORCHESTER 4 BLACK RN 042678
Model: DORCHESTER 4 CHERRY BURST RN 042685
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